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The protection provided by an arc-
rated faceshield when tested using 
the ASTM F2178 Standard with 

incident energy exposure (versus electric 
arc energy) is dependent on the ability to 
absorb thermal energy using infrared (IR) 
dye. Typical IR dye used to manufacture arc-
rated faceshields is green. Refer to Figure 1 
of an Oberon ARC40 suit hood following an 
exposure, demonstrating how the IR dye in 
the hood shield window converted as the 
polycarbonate material absorbed the thermal 
energy, preventing a worker skin burn injury.

Why not make a Clear FaCeshield?
With early products offering little in the 
way of visible light, industry was searching 

for better solutions. Anecdotal evidence 
at the time suggested clear faceshields or 
clear suit hood shield windows provided 
protection. In response, testing by the 
Oberon Company was completed on clear 
faceshields proving clear faceshields were 
not effective protection against the incident 
heat energy from an arc flash exposure. 
Testing showed that burn injuries with the 
clear shield windows would occur at an arc 
exposure of approximately 2.8 cal/cm2.

innovation led to neW ProduCts
Manufacturers were resolved to make the 
best available arc flash faceshield using green 
IR dye. By the time the 2004 edition of NFPA 
70E was published the available products 

Arc FlAsh FAceshields
Arc flash faceshields started out as dark visors with limited visibility making it very difficult for workers 
to complete their work. This resulted in non-compliant workplaces since it was common for workers 
to refrain from wearing the proper face protection. Employers were buying arc-rated personal 
protective equipment (PPE) including faceshields and suits, giving it to their workers because they 
knew it was necessary, but never following up to ensure it was being used. 

By Jim Pollard, The Oberon Company in Canada
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on the market had improved. Workers 
benefited from the increased visibility, 
measured as visible light transmission (VLT). 
New innovation within this product segment 
resulted in higher protection levels. Arc-
rated faceshields combined with bee-keeper 
style arc flash suit hoods with arc ratings 
up to 65 cal/cm2 Arc Thermal Performance 
Value (ATPV). The electrical specific PPE 
industry was becoming more competitive 
as new manufactures entered the market, 
battling for market share. 

A few years later, arc-rated arc flash suit 
hoods became available with arc ratings up 
to 140 cal/cm2 ATPV. The higher the VLT % 
the better, allowing workers to see their 
work tasks. As the protection increased, 
the visible light decreased. Manufacturers 
were forced to use more green IR dye to 
manufacture shields with higher protection 
levels. As a counter measure to using green 
IR dye manufacturers were using an amber 
(yellow) dye to help brighten up the work 
environment. Amber lenses are often used 
in low lighting so everything seems brighter.

Colour distortion
Advances in green arc flash faceshields 
helped brighten the work environment 
by improving the VLT. However these 
improvements resulted in a challenge for 
workers seeing accurate colours. Mixing 
colours created new colours as shown on 
the colour wheel, see figure 2. In particular 
the amber dye used to help improve the 
faceshields added a new variable of colour 
mixing with negative effects on true colour 
recognition. As an example workers using 
a green faceshield could see blue when 
the colour is actually green. Other colours 
looked different, even blending together, 
leading to a possible mistake by an electrical 
worker. The only way for a worker wearing 
a green arc flash faceshield to verify colour 
is to lift up their protection, possibly 
compromising their safety. Colour distortion 
became the status quo without any better 
product alternatives available. Protecting 
workers from injuries caused by an arc flash 
was more important than colour perception 
and the ability to accurately see your work.

Clear Grey is available
The availability of clear grey has opened the 
electrical safety industry to a new world full 
of colours. You may ask why grey? Grey is a 
neutral density filter. In plain old English this 
means our eyes are able to see all colours of 
light equally. This is an important feature of 
other eye-wear such as sunglasses because 
while driving we need to be able to tell the 
difference between a green and red traffic 
light. Grey lenses equally block all parts of 
the light spectrum allowing for workers to 
see true colours.

Consider how important the ability to 
see colour is to a worker who’s responsible 
for electrical work. The difference is like 
lifting a green veil and finally being able 
to accurately see their work. As shown in 
figure 3, manufactures are also using clear 
grey materials to construct the side shield 
extenders and lower chin guard, both of 
which are necessary for compliance with 
the NFPA 70E Standard for Electrical Safety 
in the Workplace.

Example work tasks when colour perception 
is critical:
1. Troubleshooting electrical circuits. 

Electrical equipment can be very busy, 
allowing for mistakes as things can get 
over looked or not detected. This can 
delay the work task and lengthen the 
time to restore power.

2. Multiple cables and the use of Phasing 
tape.For example, if you have three 
phases and a neutral and a ground 
cable in a small enclosure. This could 
lead to some confusion if you were 
troubleshooting this circuit.

3. Performing a potential check and 
applying grounds. Using a green 
faceshield can inhibit your vision, 
casting shadows within the switchgear 
making it difficult to apply the 
temporary grounds without adding 
more light.

4. Operating infrared (IR) Cameras. 
Using a green faceshield can alter the 
colouring that shows temperature 

differentiation in the camera. The 
colours can all start to blend together 
with greater potential for error.

Clear visible liGht
Older style green faceshields and suit hood 
shield windows were compared based on 
their protective qualities, features and ease 
of use, including the amount of visible 
light that would pass through the lens. 
Fast forward to the availability of clear 
grey lenses and the VLT comparison is less 
important. The difference between the 
ability to see clearly through an Oberon 17 
cal/cm2 faceshield versus the lens from a 
67 cal/cm2 hood is indistinguishable. Clear 
grey allows workers to use higher levels of 
thermal protection without sacrificing their 
ability to see their work.

ComPlianCe
Workers often take short cuts when their 
arc flash PPE is not comfortable or inhibits 
their ability to perform the work task. Clear 
grey ensures workers can safely perform any 
work task without having to compromise 
their safety by lifting their protection to 
verify colours. The available clear grey 
faceshields and hood shield windows 
optimise worker compliance, comfort, 
productivity and overall sense of enjoyment. 
When evaluating the different types of arc-
rated eye & face protection available on 
the market consider visibility, colour acuity, 
impact protection, anti-fog, anti-scratch and 
overall functionality.
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